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The “STEP ASIDE JOE” movement launched by self-described “progressives” many months ago looks more relevant day by day. But forget the talk about the 25th amendment. The decision about what to do with senile Joe Biden rests with Barack Hussein Obama, the real leader of the anti-Trump “resistance” and the designated “American” representative of the new Communist International.

Now, establishment media seem somewhat resigned to Biden losing the election, with the inside-the-beltway publication proclaiming, “World braces for Trump.” But Barack Hussein Obama and his Deep State assets may have other plans.

Another Laptop

Trump’s possible return to power threatens to further expose what national security expert J. Michael Waller, in his new book, Big Intel, calls the infiltration of the FBI and the CIA by communist agents. In this extraordinary book, Waller describes his own interactions with a Soviet/Russian spy within the FBI by the name of Robert Hanssen and the failure by the FBI to follow-up on the damage that was done – and which continues.

Waller even had a laptop of messages from Hanssen and received “material of an extremely sensitive nature” from the spy. “Separately, two teams of FBI special agents came to visit me,” He said, “but they didn’t seek the laptop.”
At the time, Waller, the former Annenberg Professor of International Communication at the Institute of World Politics, was trying to educate national security professionals on the techniques of communist infiltration in the U.S. Government.

“What the FBI didn’t want to know” about Hanssen is one of the headlines from this new book. But the CIA didn’t want to know, either.

It was Obama, at the end of his first term, who assured Vladimir Putin of Russia in a “candid” private conversation with his puppet Dmitry Medvedev that he would have more “flexibility” to accommodate Russia during his second term. Then, in 2014, Russia staged its first invasion of Ukraine.

Obama, at the end of his second term, launched Russia-gate against the incoming president, Trump, and visited Chinese President Xi in what the communist media described as “veteran cadres” discussing the future of communism.

Then, as Trump was preparing to run for his second term, China unleashed COVID, enabling swing states dominated by Democrats to rig the presidential election against Trump through mail-in voting.

It was all coordinated in the capitals of Russia and China and arranged through the Obama presidency and subsequent Obama apparatus, now in control of the Biden presidency.

What we learn in Waller’s hundreds of pages is that Obama’s “fundamental transformation” of America focused on the FBI and CIA. But it was a process that was decades in the making and continues.

The rationale for going after Trump as a Russian agent was a clever maneuver on the part of Obama, Hillary, and their Russian backers. The Russians did not want their influence operations in the Obama Administration exposed. These had continued even after Soviet/Russian mole Robert Hanssen was caught.

Waller recounts how the CIA’s counterintelligence chief, Paul Remond, had remarked that the damage done by FBI counterintelligence special agent Robert P. Hanssen was so devastating that the FBI didn’t want to know its “true cost.”
Hanssen’s record of treason spanned 22 years, from 1979 to 2001. Robert Mueller, the Russia-gate special counsel, became FBI director after Hanssen was caught. Mueller then failed to reform the bureau to catch future spies.

With the prospect of further exposure if Trump wins in November, the “Deep State” can’t afford to have Biden lose. So he may have to be replaced.

The hard-core backers of Barack Hussein Obama and Bernie Sanders are worried.

**Progressive Panic**

“Biden’s significant diminishment of mental acuity has become all too apparent,” declare Roots Action co-founder Jeff Cohen and Roots Action national director Norman Solomon. Even these honest progressives realize that Biden governs in name only. They won’t concede that he is a front man for the Obama machine and that the Democratic Party is a one-man operation as well, in much the same way that Trump now dominates the Republican Party.

In a real sense, in 2024, it’s Trump versus Obama. Biden could continue as the presidential nominee or he could easily be replaced. Obama has the power to order him off the ticket.

**Remember that Biden’s presidential deception, appearing to be in charge of the White House, is significant, but not as serious as that of Barack Hussein Obama, who ran for office as a “committed Christian,” to disguise his record of service to the communist cause, Muslim background, and grooming by Communist Party member and suspected Soviet espionage agent Frank Marshall Davis.**

In his film, “Dreams from My Real Father,” investigative journalist Joel Gilbert cited more evidence of fraud, making the claim with photographic evidence that Davis was Obama’s biological father. When America’s Survival videos were totally banned by YouTube, one of the most important was an interview about Obama’s eligibility to be president (based on a stolen Social Security number). So his candidacy was a total deception,

A new Joel Gilbert film explores the possibility of Michelle Obama running in 2024. But whether it’s Michelle or somebody else, the communist plan to run America will stay on track. In the event of a Trump victory, the communists have plans.

**The Survival of Ukraine and Israel**

In my view, since Obama’s allegiance lies with America’s enemies, including Russia, China, and Iran, he will let Biden “govern” for a while, as the wars in Europe and the Middle East drag on. If Ukraine is denied adequate air power, it will continue to suffer and bleed at the hands of Russia.
Facing massive corruption, President Zelensky has repeatedly cleaned house in his military establishment but refuses to stand up to Biden, as Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu is doing over Israel’s survival.

If Biden continues to pressure Israel to surrender to Hamas and he fails to give Ukraine the weapons they need to succeed against Russia, he will remain on the job, for he is serving the interests of America’s enemies. At any moment, however, with a snap of Obama’s fingers, Biden can be “persuaded” to resign and Michelle or somebody else could step in to fill the void.

The Great Replacement

A year ago, in a column titled “Joe Biden’s Great replacement,” I wrote, “It looks like Obama wants Joe to step aside so that his wife Michelle can run for president in 2024. Gilbert’s new film documents the fact that she worked closely with Bernardine Dohrn, the former communist terrorist, at Sidley & Austin, a law firm.

Dohrn was allegedly involved in the 1970 death of a young San Francisco police officer, Brian V. McDonnell. Former FBI informant Larry Grathwohl had personal knowledge of the bombing, having testified before Congress that Ayers told him when he was in the terrorist organization that Dohrn had personally planted the devastating bomb.

It’s time for conservatives to brace for the possibility that Michelle will run by educating themselves about the history of this terrorist group and its links to both Obamas. This time around, both Obamas should not be able to escape questions about their relationship with communist terrorists.
Obama is Mad as Hell

Biden has been propped up because of those around him, especially Obama, who must be painfully aware of Biden’s mental limitations. But the revelations in the Special Counsel report by Robert K. Hur about how Biden stole classified documents about private conversations with Obama must have been a shock.

For his part, for the time being, Biden refuses to resign, saying, “I know what the hell I’m doing.”

The big question is whether Obama acts to have him replaced, and how long he will wait. All it takes is a phone call from Obama to Merrick Garland.

In my view, it is significant that Special Counsel Hur was appointed by Attorney General Garland. He was originally Obama’s pick for the Supreme Court. He is Obama’s fixer and he is now under fire from Biden partisans.

The Democrats seem desperate but in private they are calm, knowing Obama will make the final decision on Biden’s fate and has prepared a counter-attack (with his Deep State assets) if Biden fails and Trump wins.

Clearly, the fate of Biden lies with Obama and his progressive backers, such as those at Roots Action.

On the Roots Action website, Bill Fletcher Jr., co-founder of the Center for Labor Renewal, is quoted as saying, “We’re at a critical juncture -- with an urgent need to build progressive political muscle both inside and outside the Democratic Party -- to change the direction of the USA and its relationship with the rest of the world.”

In addition to replacing Biden personally, there is the matter of “The Great Replacement” of a nation, otherwise known as the “Rainbow Nation” strategy to transform America that in practice means DEI, the latest incarnation of Cultural Marxism under the rubric “Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion.” The leader on the ground is Homeland Security Secretary Mayorkas, who repeatedly lied under oath about the “secure” border as millions flooded in.

The “Brown is the New White” strategy is the work of Steve Phillips, an Obama associate. Phillips’ latest book, How We Win the Civil War: Securing a Multiracial
Democracy and Ending White Supremacy for Good, reflects a calculated political decision to bring in foreigners to replace the declining white population.

The current strategy is based on deliberately overwhelming the white vote at the polls, through open borders and illegal means such as fraudulent mail-in voting if necessary. It worked in 2020 under the cover of COVID.

Phillips these days prefers the term DEI, proclaiming “DEI Must Live” in one of his latest newsletters urging the “Doubling down on DEI despite the backlash.”

Biden’s commitment to DEI and his open border policies have pleased the progressives but his support for Israel has become a major problem for him. To please his anti-Israel base, he has sanctioned four Israeli “settlers” and is pushing a two-state solution in the Middle East to establish a Palestinian state. At his embarrassingly feisty news conference on Thursday night, he called Israel’s response to terrorism “over the top.”

For the moment, Netanyahu stands strong, knowing that he must eventually take the fight to Iran itself before that fanatical Muslim state drops nuclear bombs on Jerusalem and wipes Israel off the map.

Ukraine’s fate hangs in the balance since Zelensky may not turn out to be the leader we all hoped he would be. Ukraine’s desire for membership in the socialist European Union has turned off conservatives. Plus, conservatives who are predisposed to support Ukraine’s fight for freedom against Russia are being misled and confused by leading “conservative” personalities such as Tucker Carlson and Stephen K. Bannon. They have seemingly accepted the disinformation that former KGB officer and Russian President Vladimir Putin is a Christian nationalist who will save Western civilization.

Oddly, the Waller book includes a front cover quotation from Tucker Carlson, praising Waller’s insights into the nature of the “national security state,” but seemingly unaware of how the same national security state has been serving Russian interests through the operations conducted by Putin’s “former” employer, the KGB. Hence, Tucker becomes the modern-day equivalent of “Stalin’s Apologist,” the book about Walter Duranty.

It seems clear that the publisher, Regnery, obtained the endorsement, thinking it would help sell books.

Duranty is the New York Times journalist who claimed that Soviet Russia presented no external threat to its neighbors and that the Stalin-induced Great Famine in Ukraine
which killed seven to ten million never occurred. Duranty received the Pulitzer Prize for his coverage of life in the USSR, even though his dispatches were cleared by Soviet officials and were thus sanitized of the purges and artificial famines that would kill millions.

Duranty's crimes were exposed by Dr. Paul Kengor in the America's Survival book, *All The Dupes Fit To Print: Journalists Who Have Served As Tools Of Communist Propaganda*.

Commenting on Tucker’s “interview” of Vladimir Putin, geopolitical analyst J.R. Nyquist commented:

Carlson does not say Putin’s policies have “depopulated the largest country in Europe.” Carlson does not say Russia launched an unprovoked invasion of Ukrainian Crimea and Donbas in 2014 with a follow-on invasion in 2022. No. He says nothing about naked Russian aggression. He says nothing about 19,000 Ukrainian children kidnapped and indoctrinated with the idea that Ukraine no longer exists. Carlson fails to quote from Putin’s speeches or papers, where the Russian dictator says Ukraine is not a real country even though it has been recognized as such by Soviet and Russian leaders for a hundred years. He does not tell us Ukraine is a country that wants to be free from Moscow. He does not mention the solemn treaties and agreements recognizing Ukraine’s sovereignty (treaties signed by the Russians). He does not explain that in 1994 Ukraine gave up a large nuclear arsenal in exchange for security guarantees from Russia. Instead of mentioning these points, Carlson is focused on how this war has “reshaped the global military and trade alliances” upending the world economy. In other words, this war is going to hurt Americans in their pocket books. Therefore, we need to end this war.

We have learned, thanks to his own disclosures, that Tucker was previously under NSA surveillance, as a result of his contacts with pro-Putin Russian operatives then trying to arrange an interview with the former KGB colonel.

It’s not surprising that the NSA would have come into possession of his emails. The truly alarming aspect of the story is why Tucker’s name was revealed and who in the Biden Administration did the “unmasking.” Tucker should have told us more about his Russian connections.

Before the Putin interview, we raised alarms about Tucker’s increasing reliance (when he was on Fox News) on Glenn Greenwald as a reliable source of information. Greenwald assisted NSA/CIA defector Edward Snowden in moving to Russia to be protected by Putin’s thugs. He defected to Russia through Chinese Hong Kong. Snowden disclosed NSA capabilities in cyber warfare and is charged with espionage.
He is partly responsible for sophisticated Russian and Chinese cyber warfare capabilities that have targeted our infrastructure and businesses.

Lt. Gen Ion Mihai Pacepa, the highest-ranking Soviet bloc intelligence official ever to defect to the West, called the Snowden affair “a well-prepared Russian intelligence operation” against the United States and concluded that Snowden was “an agent of the Russian foreign intelligence service.”

Greenwald made it possible. I wrote about all of this in my book, Blood on His Hands: The True Story of Edward Snowden.

Anti-communist Ukraine, hindered by massive corruption and Biden’s no-win policy, fights on. This should give us hope.

A free Ukraine can truly serve as a shining example for America. A victory in Ukraine can be an inspiring moment in human history. But it will not occur under Biden because Obama does not want Ukraine to win.
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